Nordic Meeting Oslo, Norway 2018
Minutes from NDC Drag Racing
Present:
Palle Lind, Jukka Räsänen, Johan Granquist, Rejje Iren, Egil Johnsrud, Lin Amundsen.
Leader of the meeting: Palle Lind
Secretary: Lin Amundsen
1. Minutes from last year:
Approved.
2. Status around the table:
Sweden: 31 events, 6 in the Swedish Championship. Number of riders 108, slight
decrease.
Will promote Jr.Bike and Street Bike in 2019 to increase the number of participants.
Svemo has bought their own Jr.bike, wich will be offered for loan for new riders.
Finland: Number of riders 75, no minor change from last year. 6 events in 2018, all
included in the Finish Championship.
Finland got a new track this season. Jukka tells that the riders are happy, and the track
seems good. It will be ready for international competitions in 2019.
Norway: Numbers of riders is 95, a slight increase from last year. 7 events this year 5 in
the Norwegian Championship.
In 2019 Norway will prioritize Street Legal to extend the number of riders.
It’s also a goal to educate officials in the northern part of the country so events can be
held there.
Denmark: Numbers of riders is 77, increasing over 30%.
8 races in 2018, 4 in the Danish Championship. One race was on beach.
Denmark has no permanent racetrack.

3. Form for status report:
Johan will make a form for reporting of status from 2019. This will be send to all
countries before the meeting so everybody can present all the datas.
4. Harmonizing of the Nordic Rules:
Everybody wants Sweden to allow Nitrous, so the rules are the same and everybody can
compete in Sweden.
The rule about “Blue line” will be removed in all countries. Responsible: Lin.
The rules for Jr.Bikes are harmonized as much as possible. There has been a nice
increase of participants in EDRS for the juniors this year.
5. Competition between teams of nations:
A competiton between the Nordic contries will be planned for 2019.
Johan is responsible and will present a concept.
6. Junior Drag Bike / Camp:
Since the contract between NMC and Speedgroup not was signed until April 2018, ther
was no Junior-camp this year. The money for 2018/19 (2000 EUR) will be spend in
2019. Speedgroup is responsible.
It’s preferred that the camp will be at the first event at Tierp 2019. Norway 2020 and
Finland 2021.
Invitation to all countries must be received latest April 1st 2019.

7. Nordic Championship 2019:
The number of riders are stable.
6 classes compete in the Nordic championship.
Pre Dates for Nordic Championship classes 2019:
6-9 of June at Tierp, Sweden. JP: Lin Amundsen
4-7 of July at Kauhava, Finland. JP: Rejje Iren
1-4 of August at Gardemoen, Norway. JP: Johan Grenquist
20-23 of August at Tierp, Sweden. JP: Jukka Räsänen

8. Pre Dates European Championship 2019:
1-3 of May at Kunmadaras ,Hungary (SSB & Jr.Bike)
24-27 of May at Santa Pod, England.
16-18 of August at Hockenheim, Germany
5-8 of September at Santa Pod, England.

9. Jury 2019:
It’s important that the report from the jury is received within a week after each event is
finished. It’s also important that the organizers present the supplementary rules at least
30 days before an event, as the rules says.
Lin Amundsen

